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1. The Problem

Over the past three years, we have built a series of register allocators based on the graph coloring paradigm. Over the same period, colleagues have involved us in two different studies involving source-to-source transformations. These studies have made us much more familiar with the shortcomings of the register allocators in several commercial compilers [CaCK 90, GoHT 90]. Some of these use the coloring paradigm, others do not.

In general, allocators based on coloring do a good job of keeping values in registers and keeping spill costs low. Nonetheless, we have observed a number of problems with the allocations produced by our allocator [BCKT 89], by our implementation of Chaitin’s method [CACC 81, Chai 82], and by the implementation of Chow’s method in the MIPS FORTRAN compiler [CHi 84]. We believe that these misallocations are not caused by specific details of the implementations, but rather by the loss of information during the mapping from allocation into coloring.

These problems usually manifest themselves as a bad spill choice – the allocator picks the wrong live range or ranges to spill at some particular point in the code. These misallocations are becoming increasingly important. For example, on the Intel 860 microprocessor, a sixty-four bit floating point multiply takes two cycles. Loading a sixty-four bit number from cache takes two cycles. If the load causes a cache miss, the cost rises to eight or more cycles. For the advanced microprocessors that are moving into the market today, memory traffic is more expensive than computation.

We are building a compiler that restructures loop nests to improve both cache and register locality. These transformations can drastically increase the ratio of useful computation to memory traffic, producing improvements of two to three hundred percent in running time [CaCK 90]. The compiler tries to minimize the number of loads and stores in the inner loops and to tune the register pressure to match the target machine’s resources. If, after these transformations, the allocator unnecessarily inserts new loads and stores into that inner loop, in the form of spill code, it has negated the effects of the optimization. Because it moves unanticipated values through the cache, the spill code causes cache pollution and destroys the carefully planned locality.

The aim of this work is to address the sources of these misallocations. We believe that these problems arise due to information loss in the transformation of the problem from a register allocation problem to a graph coloring problem. Simply put, allocation is like coloring, but not identical to coloring. The mapping from allocation to coloring used in previous work discards information that would allow the allocator to avoid these perceived problems.

\[\text{\textsuperscript{1}}\text{This work has been supported by the National Science Foundation, through grants CCR 86-19893 and CCR 87-06229.}\]
2. Background

The notion of modeling register allocation as a graph coloring problem goes back to the early sixties.\(^1\) The first actual implementation was done by Chaitin \emph{et al.} in the PL/8 compiler [CACC 81]. Our own work has built on Chaitin's scheme [BCKT 89].

To model register allocation as a graph coloring problem, the compiler first constructs a register interference graph \(G\). The nodes in \(G\) represent live ranges and the edges represent \emph{interferences}. Thus, there is an edge in \(G\) from node \(i\) to node \(j\) if and only if live range \(l_i\) \emph{interferes} with live range \(l_j\); that is, they are simultaneously live at some point and cannot occupy the same register.\(^2\)

To find an allocation from \(G\), the compiler looks for a \(k\)-coloring of \(G\), that is, an assignment of colors to the nodes of \(G\) such that adjacent nodes always have distinct colors. If we choose \(k\) to match the number of machine registers, then we can map a coloring into a feasible register assignment. Because graph coloring is NP-complete, the compiler uses a heuristic method to search for a coloring. It is not guaranteed to find a \(k\)-coloring for all \(k\)-colorable graphs. If it cannot find a \(k\)-coloring, it chooses some values to throw out of registers, an action called \emph{spilling} in the jargon of allocation.

Spilling one or more live ranges creates a new and different interference graph. The compiler proceeds by iteratively spilling some live ranges and attempting to color the resulting new graph. This process must produce an allocation; on each iteration of the process, it spills some live ranges and reduces the size of the interference graph. In practice, our allocator rarely requires more than two trips through this loop.

Figure 1 shows how our allocator works. It proceeds in six phases.

1. \emph{Renumber} systematically renames live ranges. It assigns a new virtual register number to each definition point. Then, it unions together the live ranges that reach each use point.\(^3\)

\begin{center}
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\textbf{Figure 1 — the base allocator}

\(^1\) In the early sixties Ershov and his colleagues on the ALPHA project solved storage allocation problems by building an interference graph and using a packing algorithm on it [Ere82, Ere84]. Ershov, in turn, references a 1981 paper by Lavrov and Vycil [LaV81]. By the late sixties, Cocke was clearly talking about register allocation as a coloring problem; both Kennedy and Schwartz credit him with this insight [Kena71, Schw73].

\(^2\) This is a simplified definition. For the ultimate definition of interference, see the 1981 PL/8 paper [CACC 81].

\(^3\) In the papers on the PL/8 compiler, this type of analysis is referred to as getting "the right number of names". The HP Spectrum compiler papers refer to this type of analysis as "web analysis". Our implementation models this as an example of the classic union-find problem.
(2) Build graph constructs the interference graph. Our implementation closely follows the published descriptions of the PL8 allocator.

(3) Coalesce attempts to shrink the number of live ranges. It subsumes unneeded copies, eliminating the copy instruction itself and combining the live ranges. If coalescing changes the graph, we repeat build graph and coalesce.

(4) Simplify graph constructs an ordering over the nodes of G. It removes from G nodes with current degree less than k, pushes them on a stack, and adjusts the degree of their neighbors. If no such node remains, it chooses a "spill candidate", removes it from G, and pushes it on the stack.\footnote{The metric for picking spill candidates is important. For the purposes of this paper, assume that the allocator uses a single metric, Chaitin's metric of spill cost divided by current degree [Chai 82]. The spill cost is computed as the number of loads and stores that would be required to spill the live range, with each operation weighted by \(8^d\) where \(d\) is the instruction's loop nesting depth.}

(5) Color assigns colors to the nodes of the graph in the order determined by simplify graph. It repeats the simple loop: (a) pop a node from the stack; (b) insert it in G; (c) give it a color distinct from its neighbors. If no color is available in step (c), it leaves the node uncolored.

(6) Insert spills is invoked if color has left any node uncolored. If all nodes received colors, the allocator has succeeded. If needed, insert spills converts the single live range being spilled into a collection of tiny live ranges, one around each use or definition of the value.

More detailed descriptions of these processes can be found in Chaitin's work and our own SIGPLAN 89 paper [CACC 81, Chai 82, BCKT 89].

3. Live Range Splitting

In Chaitin's scheme, a live range that cannot be colored gets spilled everywhere. Chow proposed a simple alternative. He observed that simply splitting a single live range into several pieces and considering the new, smaller live ranges separately can produce an interference graph that colors with less spilling [ChHe 84]. Thus, when his allocator cannot assign a color to some live range \(l_i\), it splits \(l_i\) into smaller live ranges, one for each of basic block in which \(l_i\) appears. This technique is called live range splitting.

To decrease the amount of fragmentation introduced by splitting, Chow also included a method for combining some of these small live ranges. After splitting a live range, the allocator examines the resulting set of smaller live ranges. If it finds two adjacent live ranges that would have degree < k when combined, it pastes them together.

Live range splitting has several merits. The splitting process often creates live ranges of lower degree; the limitation on combining keeps degrees low. If an entire live range is spilled, as in Chaitin's work, its value will reside in a register only for trivial periods around each definition or use. Splitting allows the live range to stay in a register over longer intervals — often an entire block or, if combinations are possible, over several blocks. With luck, the new live range can be large enough to extend over all of an important construct, like an inner loop.

As proposed by Chow, however, this idea has several shortcomings. Because it only splits a live range after the allocator has failed to assign the live range a color, it ends up using Chow's priority-based coloring heuristic to select the live ranges that get split. Because it splits at each basic block boundary and then combines some of these small live ranges, it doesn't always select good split points. Our technique, described in the next section, attacks both of these problems with a simple but powerful set of heuristics.
4. Aggressive Live Range Splitting

In an allocator that tries to use live range splitting, the implementor faces two fundamental problems:

1. picking live ranges to split, and
2. picking places to split them.

In fact, optimal solution of either problem is undoubtedly NP-complete. We have developed, implemented, and tested heuristic techniques to address each of these problems. This section describes our approach. The first subsection discusses our aggressive approach to splitting. The second subsection describes the two mechanisms that we use to moderate the effects of aggressive splitting. The third subsection deals with spilling and the computation of spill costs. The fourth subsection relates some of our experience with the implementation. The final subsection gives some data on the behavior of the new allocator.

4.1. Splitting

It is clear that the allocator could spend exponential time deciding what and where to split. In our search for a splitting technique that produced good results with a reasonable running time, we were forced to reconsider the fundamental ideas of the coloring paradigm for register allocation. The key insight behind our work is that the interference graph captures none of the structure of the control flow graph. In translating the allocation problem into a coloring problem, the compiler loses almost all information about the topography of the code. There is no representation for locality. Estimates of execution frequency get factored into estimated spill costs, but because the information is computed over the whole procedure, it gives equal weight to both near and distant references. Thus, a live range that is heavily used in some critical inner loop may get spilled in deference to a value that is live across the loop and used in one or more distant but deeply nested loops.

To recapture geographic locality, we advocate (1) finding those points in the code where we would like splitting to occur, and (2) splitting every live range at those points. Thus, we avoid the problem of picking a live range by splitting all the live ranges that cross a split point. To locate split points, we use a simple and efficient examination of the control-flow graph.

Selection of good split points is critical. Relying on our fundamental insight, we return to the geography of the procedure. Conceptually, we would like to split before and after each loop. In practice, we find the strongly connected regions in the control flow graph and insert split points along all the entering and exiting edges.

Accomplishing the splits is simple. The allocator breaks each live range at the split point and inserts a copy from the incoming live range to the outgoing live range. Then it runs renumber, which naturally renames the two new live ranges.

This strategy has two major effects.

1. First, it shifts the basis of the spill competition from global allocation towards local allocation. In an innermost loop, the competition is effectively local. Moving out through the loop nest, the competition shifts from local allocation toward more global allocation.

2. Second, because most spill code is generated at the split points, it gives us a great deal of control over spill code placement. Many live ranges will spill only over inactive regions. These spills require only a single load or load/store pair at the endpoints. The strategy encourages this spilling of inactive regions—once the first inactive region is spilled, adjacent inactive regions have spill costs of zero.
4.2. Coalescing

Our technique breaks every live range at every split point. A more selective strategy might be able to generate the same allocation while generating fewer splits. Rather than spend time being selective, we choose to split aggressively and let the allocator recombine some of the extraneous splits. Of course, the design must maintain a delicate balance to avoid negating the benefits achieved through splitting. We use two techniques to maintain this balance: limited coalescing and color biasing. Taken together, these two methods approach the effectiveness of the complete coalescing performed in a Chaitin-style allocator without undoing the benefits of splitting.

4.2.1. Limited Coalescing

Essentially, coalescing is the inverse of splitting. Coalescing merges disjoint live ranges (when that operation is legal). Splitting takes a single live range and creates disjoint live ranges. Given an interference graph $G$, if we applied aggressive splitting followed by the normal coalescing, we would expect to get back the same interference graph (within an isomorphism over register names). Therefore, we apply a limited form of coalescing.

In normal coalescing, two live ranges are combined if the initial definition of the second is a copy from the first and they do not otherwise interfere. In limited coalescing, we add an additional constraint: only coalesce two live ranges if the resulting live range has "low degree". Intuitively, we want to coalesce two live ranges when the resulting live range is no harder to color than the original live ranges.

Initially, we considered the following notion: two live ranges are coalesced only when the resulting live range would have degree less than $k$. While this approach cannot introduce new spills, it is probably too conservative. It will not coalesce any live ranges that are not trivially colored — that is, live ranges with initial degree $\geq k$. In practice, many such live ranges receive colors.

This observation led us to refine our restriction.$^5$ Two live ranges $l_i$ and $l_j$ are combined only when $l^*_j \leq \max(l^*_i, l^*_j, k-1)$. This formulation allows the allocator to coalesce live ranges that are not trivially colored. The increased power to coalesce does have a downside. For example, if $l_i$ would spill and $l_j$ would not, and $l^*_i = l^*_j$ then the second technique would coalesce them, with the result that $l_j$ is spilled.

Limited coalescing has no deleterious effects on neighboring live ranges. Assume that we have two live ranges $l_i$ and $l_j$ that interfere. Coalescing $l_i$ with another live range $l_k$ cannot raise $l^*_j$. If $l_j$ and $l_k$ do not interfere, then $l^*_j$ is unchanged. Furthermore, if $l_j$ interferes with both $l_i$ and $l_k$, then combining $l_i$ and $l_k$ reduces $l^*_j$ by one.

Both of these strategies shrink the number of live ranges, reduce the number of copies, undo some of the excess splitting, and help lower the overall degree of the graph. By placing restrictions on the degree of the resulting live range, we ensure that limited coalescing will not create new spills. Thus, limited coalescing pastes live ranges back together in a conservative fashion, undoing splitting in some of the cases where it did not improve the allocation. However, limited coalescing cannot undo all of the non-productive splitting introduced by our aggressive strategy.

---

$^5$ To simplify the text, we will use $\text{degree}(l)$ to denote $\text{degree}(l)$. Similarly, $l_{ij}$ denotes the combination of $l_i$ and $l_j$. 
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4.2.2. Biased Coloring

Our second mechanism for pasting live ranges back together involves biasing the order in which colors are considered for assignment. As live ranges are split, the allocator constructs a list of partners, new live ranges that are all split off from a single original live range. When the allocator assigns a color to \( l_i \), it first tries colors already assigned to one of \( l_i \)'s partners. With a careful implementation, this is no more expensive than picking the first available color; it really amounts to biasing the spectrum of colors by previous assignments to \( l_i \)'s partners.

The biasing mechanism can combine live ranges that limited coalescing cannot. In particular, it can combine two live ranges that receive colors when treated separately, but would likely be spilled if combined during limited coalescing. By virtue of the time of its application – after the allocator has decided that both live ranges will receive colors – it takes advantage of deep knowledge about the interference graph. For example, at the time that limited coalescing is performed, the allocator has no knowledge about interferences between the neighbors of some live range \( l_i \). Thus, limited coalescing must rely on \( l_i^k \) as a crude approximation to \( l_i \)'s colorability. It may be the case that \( l_i \) has \( 2k \) neighbors, but that they require only three colors between them because few of them interfere with each other. The high degree will prevent limited coalescing from combining \( l_i \) with one of its partners \( l_j \), particularly if \( l_j \)'s neighbors are disjoint from \( l_i \)'s neighbors. The biasing mechanism, by virtue of its late application, is only invoked when both live ranges will be assigned colors. This detailed level of knowledge is not available earlier in the process – for example, when coalescing is performed.

4.3. Spilling

When a live range is split, the component live ranges are called partners. Partners are attached to one another via copies at each split point. Since each set of partners is split from one live range, members of the same set can spill to the same location. The recognition and proper handling of partners is essential for obtaining high-quality spill code.

Consider the example in Figure 2. The single live range in (a) is split in (b) by the introduction of a copy. The resulting live ranges, \( l_i \) and \( l_k \), are partners. If \( l_i \) is spilled, we should get (c). Alternatively, (d) illustrates the result of spilling \( l_k \). Note that each partner spills to the same location. Finally, (e) shows the result of spilling both partners.

Now consider the costs for the sequence from (b) through (c) to (e). Moving from (b) to (c) costs one store and one load, but saves one copy. The transition from (c) to (e) saves one load (at the split point) and costs one load (at the use point). No new instructions are required; instead, the load is effectively moved. Therefore, the cost of spilling \( l_i \) at (c) is determined by the relative loop nesting depth of the split point and the use. If the split point is nested more deeply than the use, it will be profitable to spill \( l_i \).

We account for these situations while computing spill costs and inserting spill code. Additionally, we update spill costs incrementally while simplifying and coloring. In terms of the example in Figure 2, if \( l_i \) cannot be colored and must be spilled, the cost of spilling its partner is immediately adjusted, increasing the probability of spilling \( l_k \). Further, if any live range has a negative spill cost, it will be spilled immediately and its partners' costs updated appropriately.

\(^6\) Naturally, each instruction's cost should be weighted according to its loop nesting depth.
Figure 2 — spilling partners

The effect of this careful handling of partners is important. Aggressive splitting divides long live ranges into long chains of partners. If one partner is spilled, it tends to drag its immediate partners along. Conversely, when a partner is kept in a register, it tends to hold its immediate partners in registers. These tendencies, together with register pressure from competing live ranges, work to force spill points (both loads and stores) out of loop nests.

4.4. Implementation

Integrating these ideas into our allocator was a major task. Conceptually, the task is fairly straightforward; Figure 3 shows a high-level view of the resulting allocator. Several points have changed from the allocator depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 3 — the splitting allocator: conceptual view
(1) *Split* finds strongly connected regions in the procedure's control flow graph and splits live ranges along each edge that enters a region. This may introduce some new basic blocks to hold the copies that break the live ranges.

(2) *Limited coalesce* combines live ranges using one of the strategies described in section 4.2.1. In effect, this phase undoes some splits that are unproductive.

(3) *Biased color* is almost identical to the *color* phase of the original allocator. The biased method uses a dynamically determined ordering to choose colors rather than a static ordering. The dynamic ordering gives preference to colors already assigned to one of the live range's partners.

Unfortunately, Figure 3 is too pretty; reality is somewhat uglier. Figure 4 shows the allocator as actually implemented.

We have peeled off the first iteration of the allocate-spill loop. In the first iteration, *coalesce* and *color* are the originals shown in Figure 1. Any procedure that generates no spill code avoids the expense of splitting; it will take the exit after *color* (called "Markstein's exit"). If the first iteration must generate spill code, control passes on to *split* and subsequent iterations are handled by the modified allocator. *Limited coalesce* and *biased color* implement the coalescing mechanisms described in Section 4.2.

Finally, Figure 4 includes an edge that was omitted in both earlier figures. The loop from *biased color* back to *simplify graph* shows that the allocator implements the "best of three spill choice" computation suggested by Bernstein *et al.* [BGK 89]. They observed that the cost of simplifying and coloring is much less than the cost of building the graph. They suggested trying three different spill choice heuristics and using the result that produces the lowest spill cost.

---

**Figure 4 — the splitting allocator: realistic view**
The initial iteration has one other effect. Because it uses the full strength coalesce from the original allocator, and repeats the build graph-coalesce loop until the graph stabilizes, it gets rid of any extraneous copy operations introduced as a by-product of other optimizations. Thus, before the splitter is ever invoked, the allocator will reduce the number of live ranges to some canonical set. In this reduced graph, any remaining copy instructions are meaningful.

As we built the splitting allocator, we encountered one additional opportunity for improvement. Because splitting increases the number of live ranges (see Section 4.5), the number of candidates that must be examined on any spill decision grows. Our original allocator simply searched through the remaining nodes; this did not cause significant performance problems. In the splitting allocator, it proved to be excessively slow. We have implemented several alternative techniques that reduce the search time. Today, the splitting allocator spends less time searching than the original allocator did on its smaller graph. The full paper will detail our solutions to this problem.

4.5. Experimental Results

We have implemented a prototype splitting allocator. It builds on our earlier work for the IBM RT/PC [BCKT 89]. The new allocator has a variety of options, allowing us to experiment with various heuristics for splitting and coalescing. While we have only conducted a limited set of experiments to date, the results are gratifying.

Our best result was a 27 percent reduction in estimated spill costs. This improvement was measured against our best previous efforts on the FORTRAN routine, SVD. It has 37 DO-loops, organized into five loop-nests. As a result, it is ideally suited to our loop-based splitting techniques.

Obviously, our scheme increases the number of live ranges, which increases the number of nodes and edges in the interference graph. In our experiments, the number of nodes grew by a factor of 1.5 to 5. The number of edges in the graph increased by a factor of 3 to 10. For SVD, the number of live ranges grew from 705 to 3076, a factor of 4.4, and the number of edges grew from over 38,000 to over 367,000, a factor of 9.5. The space requirements for the graph grew by a factor of 10, to just over one megabyte. We feel that one megabyte for the graph is reasonable. While the growth on SVD is high, it is important to remember that the structure of SVD provokes a large amount of splitting.

We are constructing a new version of our allocator as part of a compiler for the Intel i860. In the complete paper, we will include detailed measurements (including compile-times, run-times, and graph sizes) from a broad range of test cases.

5. Other Work

Other researchers have noted weaknesses in Chaitin's register allocator and have developed new approaches to the allocation problem. Since a complete survey of the many different approaches would be difficult, we offer a limited comparison of related work. It seems helpful to characterize the various approaches based on the amount of structural information derived from the control flow graph and employed during allocation.

- The earliest work on graph coloring register allocation emphasizes the coloring problem with little consideration for the questions of spill choice and placement. Algorithms by Cocke and Ershov (as reported by Schwartz [Schw 72]) are concerned exclusively with minimizing the number of colors required. There is no discussion of spill code and the flow graph is ignored entirely.

7 SVD is a version of the singular value decomposition from Forsythe, Malcolm, and Moer [Fors 77].
• The first complete register allocator based upon graph coloring is described in [CACC 81]. Spilling is handled by a variety of heuristics, some based upon an interval analysis of the flow graph. Unfortunately, these ad hoc techniques are expensive and not always effective. In a subsequent paper, Chaitin introduces a simpler technique that attempts to solve the spilling problem based on the interference graph and spill cost estimates for each live range [Chai 82]. The cost estimates are based on the loop structure of the flow graph; but spill code is introduced without regard for any control structure. Our 1989 paper describes an improved coloring heuristic, but is otherwise identical to Chaitin's 1982 technique [BCKT 89].

• The cleaning heuristic introduced by [BGGK 89] is an attempt to avoid problems arising from the very conservative spill techniques employed by Chaitin. In this case, basic blocks are recognized while spilling, but no distinction is made for higher level constructs.

• The notion of live range splitting was introduced in Chow and Hennessy's 1984 paper [ChHe 84]. Loop nesting is used to help prioritize coloring and basic block boundaries are used to establish split points. Larus and Hilfinger refined this approach to extend live ranges after splitting using a breadth-first traversal of the blocks comprising the old live range [Lahi 88]. Gupta, Soppa, and Steele describe a variation of Chow's approach that partitions the interference graph into subgraphs that are colored individually and later merged [Guss 89]. While the partitioning is performed by examining the code, no particular attention is paid to the structure of the flow graph.

• Meltzer describes an interesting approach to global register allocation that is not based on coloring [Melt 89]. He performs a detailed analysis of the flow graph, constructing a control tree containing a hierarchical description of the control constructs used in the graph [Shar 89]. Register allocation is performed in two passes over the tree. Callahan and Koblenz take a similar tack [CaKo 90]. They construct a fine-grained hierarchical decomposition of the flow graph, a tiling. Coloring is performed for individual tiles and the results are merged in two passes over the tree.

Our approach fits in the middle. We perform structural analysis of the control flow graph to find the natural spill points — on the edges leading in and out of loops. We split all live ranges at these potential spill points and then color a global interference graph. While coloring, we remove splits when profitable via conservative coalescing and biased coloring. Spill costs are incrementally adjusted while coloring, allowing accurate placement of spill code.

6. Impact on Optimizer Design

From the compiler writer's point of view, it may seem desirable to treat the register allocator as a black box that makes correct decisions. However, this attitude is naive. Both the compiler writer, at design time, and the optimizer, at compile time, must make decisions in the absence of accurate knowledge about register pressure.

For example, in a Pascal-like language, the choice between using a display or using static links must be made early in the compiler design. Accurately assessing the cost difference between these two methods requires knowledge about both register pressure and the frequency of global references. Because these factors cannot be assessed until very late in compilation, the designer often chooses static links.

The splitting allocator, with its more balanced approach to the local-global tradeoff, will change many of these design decisions. For example, with the splitting allocator, the designer can use a global display, loading up all of the elements of the display in virtual registers. The splitting allocator will keep the needed elements of the display in registers around the relevant global references and spill display elements in regions where they are unused.
7. Promises

In the full paper, we expect to include a more detailed explanation of the problems mentioned in Sections 4.3 and 4.4 — specifically, spill cost maintenance and the search for spill candidates. We will expand the discussion in Section 6 to include several other ideas. Finally, we will provide a broader set of numerical measurements from our code generator for the Intel 860.
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